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refineries on which the Nazi effort to dominate the world directly
depends.
We must expect that as soon as stability is reached on the
Western Front, the bulk of that hideous apparatus of aggression
which gashed Holland into ruin and slavery in a few days, will be
turned upon us. I am sure I speak for all when I say we are ready
to face it; to endure it; and to retaliate against it—to any extent
that the unwritten laws of war permit. There will be many men,
and many women, in this island who when the ordeal comes upon
them, as come it will, will feel comfort, and even a pride—that
they are sharing the perils of our lads at the Front—soldiers,
sailors and airmen, God bless them—and are drawing away from
them a part at least of the onslaught they have to bear. Is not
this the appointed time for all to make the utmost exertions in
their power ? If the battle is to be won, we must provide our men
with ever-increasing quantities of the weapons and ammunition
they need. We must have, and have quickly, more aeroplanes,
more tanks, more shells, more guns. There is imperious need for
these vital munitions. They increase our strength against the
powerfully armed enemy. They replace the wastage of the ob-
stinate struggle ; and the knowledge that wastage will speedily be
replaced enables us to draw more readily upon our reserves and
throw them in now that everything counts so much.
Our task is not only to win the battle—but to win the War.
After this battle in France abates its force, there will come the
battle for our island—for all that Britain is, and all that Britain
means. That will be the struggle. In that supreme emergency
we shall not hesitate to take every step, even the most drastic, to
call forth from our people the last ounce and the last inch of effort
of which they are capable. The interests of property, the hours
of labour, are nothing compared with the struggle for life and honour,
for right and freedom, to which we have vowed ourselves.
I have received from the Chiefs of the French Republic, and in
particular from its indomitable Prime Minister, M. Reynaud, the
most sacred pledges that whatever happens they will fight to the
end, be it bitter or be it glorious. Nay, if we fight to the end, it
can only be glorious.
Having received His Majesty's commission, I have formed an
administration of men and women of every party and of almost
every point of view. We have differed and quarrelled in the past •
but now one bond unites us all—to wage war until victory is won,
and never to surrender ourselves to servitude and shame, whatever
the cost and the agony may be. This is one of the most awe-striking
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